
Romantische Rosen-Uhr
Instructions No. 607
The large rose motif on this pretty wall clock comes from a sheet of motif straw silk. The numbers are stamped on the clock
and also the hands fit perfectly to the playful look.

Here's how it works  

First you enlarge the hole in the wooden plate with a drill until the big golden nut of the movement fits through. Then prime
the wooden plate white.

Roughly tear out the rose motif from Straw silk paper and glue it in the middle of the clock with Napkin varnish . The
background color merges optically with the white background. After drying, stamp the numbers and various curlicues. Tip:
Press the stamp with the squiggles first on a sheet of paper Paper , so you get delicate stamp impressions on the clock.

Now apply Gold leaf priming milk with a brush on different areas of the roses and the curls and let it dry for about 30 minutes.
Afterwards you put on the Leaf metal with a Bristle brushes and rub with this strongly over it. This way you remove excess
material, which you can put on again. The transitions will not remain visible. Next, give the clock an antique touch by wiping
some stamping ink over it with a paper towel. Stick the tip around the clock and wipe some stamping ink over it.

Now you have to mount the clockwork on only : Remove the big gold nut and put the movement through the plate from
behind. Tighten the nut from the front and adjust the distance with the rubber washers if necessary. The movement must be
absolutely tight. Now unscrew the small golden nut, put on the hands and fix it again with the nut. Finally the second hand is
put on.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!

Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let yourself be inspired!



Must Have

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

793681 Motif straw silk "Little Garden" 1

754415-01 Wood stain, 50 mlWhite 1

726092 VBS Napkin varnish "Matt"250 ml 1

570183-01 VBS Leaf metal, 40 sheetsGold coloured 1

570022 KREUL Gold leaf priming milk, 50 ml 1

570046 KREUL Coating varnish for leaf metal, 50 ml 1

MDF board "Wall clock"

8,99 €
 Item

details
Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/mdf-board-wall-clock-a57999/


542708-06 Staz-On Stamp padDark brown 1

330350 VBS Painting sponges, 3 pieces 1

550505-10 VBS Bristle brushes "NATURE"Size 10 1

132770 Professional - Scissors "Finny Alpha" 1

120340 VBS Napkin brush/Decoupage brush 1
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